Abstruct-It is observed that diffraction is a convolution operation with a chirp kernel whose argument is scaled. F d y of functions obtained from a prototype by shifting and argument sealing form the essential ground for wavelet framework. Therefore, a connection between diffraction and wavelet transform is developed. However, wavelet transform is essentially prescribed for time-frequency and/or multiresolution analysis which is irrelevant in our case. Instead, the proposed framework is useful in various location-depth type of analysis in imaging. The linear transform when the analyzing functions are the chirps is called the scaling chirp transform. The scaled chirp functions do not satisfy the commonly used admissibility condition for wavelets. However, it is formally shown that these neither band nor time limited signals can be used as wavelet functions and the inversion is still possible. Diffraction and in-line holography are revisited within the scaling chirp transform context. It is formally proven that a volume in-line hologram gives perfect reconstruction. The developed framework for wave propagation based phenomena has the potential of advancing both signal processing and optical applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
HE LITERATURE on mathematical analysis and appli-T cations of wavelets and wavelet transforms has reached to a significant level over the past years. Tutorial articles [l] and [2] give plenty of references. An overview of the basics is also presented in [3] and [4]. It seems like the major motivation in wavelet decomposition is the time-frequency analysis of signals. (see for example, [4] , chapter 1) The set of kernels which are obtained from a single function by scaling its argument and by shifting brings a simple structure. Means of selecting a subset of these functions as orthogonal basis vectors yield a convenient multiresolution analysis [5] . The conditions which are imposed on wavelet functions are consequences of the desire to have proper and useful time-frequency, or multiresolution, analysis. To be more specific, the "admissibility condition" [3] assures invertibility (thus makes the transform useful) and imposes the necessary features, like the zero value of the Fourier transform at the origin, to have a time-frequency (or multiresolution) analysis. Actually, what is done is a time-scale analysis, and the overall structure is developed so that the scale corresponds Manuscript received November 23,1993; revised November 21,1994. The associate editor coordinating the review of this paper and approving it for publication was Dr. Patrick Flandrin.
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to frequency to achieve time-frequency analysis to satisfy the primary motivation. However, there are many other possible applications of scale-and-shift based structures where the main concem is not the time-frequency, nor the multiresolution analysis. In -this paper, we present such a case. We still have a mother kemel which is a chirp function, and obtain daughter kernels from that by shifting and scaling; we find the projections of an arbitrary function onto these kernels by inner products, and we show that the original function can be reconstructed from these inner products. The kemels are called scaling chirp functions and the set of inner products is called scaling chirp transform in this paper. However, our kemels, being chirp functions, are neither time nor band limited, therefore, violate the admissibility condition; the scale does not correspond to frequency but spatial depth in a wave propagation environment. Yet the reconstruction formulas have similar forms as the reconstruction formulas of wavelets, even though the admissibility condition is violated.
We are motivated by the observation that the scaling chirp kernels which represent wave propagation in free space have the scaling property of a wavelet family. The scale, in this case, is associated with the distance that a wave propagates. Since the propagation is modeled by convolutions with these kemels, the process of finding the field in 3-D space from a given 2-D cross-section is functionally and algorithmically the same as finding the wavelet transform of the 2-D pattem. Knowing the fundamental wave propagation related phenomena like diffraction and holography, and their mathematical models, we expected that the inversion formulas must exist even though the admissibility condition of [3] is not satisfied; because, the existing optical theory and applications show that these transforms are invertible [6] . Formal proof for the invertibility is given in this paper. The form of the inversion formulas is intentionally made similar to the inversion formulas of the wavelets [3] . If the multiresolution analysis is not of concem, and thus, if the invertibility is sufficient when selecting scaling kernels, then these chirp kemels are also admissible as evident from the existence of the inversion formulas. Many related inversion formulas are presented: each one has its own significance in different contexts. Since these functions represent wave propagation in space, the proposed framework is useful for space-depth analysis as opposed to the timefrequency analysis related to wavelets. Space-depth analysis can be directly applied in many wave propagation based data collection and interpretation problems, like the analysis of holographic data [16] . The horizontal axis is the x-coordinate and the gray value variation is the f ( . r ) . (Dark is low and white is high.) The simulation is carried out as described in [9] . This is an in-line hologram of three rather small I-D objects (thin infinite length wires, for example) whose .r-coordinates are located at the centers of the corresponding three broader dark bands. Each object is located at a different depth. If the original scene, instead of this hologram, were viewed, three thin dark stripes at different locations and depths on an illuminated background would be seen.
2. Fig. 1 shows a simulated 1-D hologram (there is no variation in the vertical direction). This is a simulated hologram of three 1 -D objects concentrated at different :E-coordinates (locations) each having different depths (z-coordinates). If this hologram is used as a diffraction grid, the diffracted wave will focus at different ( T , z ) coordinates, revealing the .z-coordinate (the location) and the depth of the original I-D objects. Similarly, if the I-D holographic signal is processed by the scaling chirp transform, the concentrations of the signal in spacescale domain will give the locations and depths (i.e., the (x.z) coordinates) of the original three objects. The result of the scaling chirp transform is shown in Fig. 2 . Here, the xcoordinate is the horizontal axis, and the scale is the vertical axis. The scale and physical depth are related to each other by a square-law relation as described later in this paper. The scaling chirp transform has a good performance in localizing signal components in space-scale (depth) domain as seen in Fig. 2 .
Some related wavelets have appeared in the literature with the name of "chirplets," and the associated transforms are called "chirplet transforms" [7] . Essentially, the chirplet functions are band and time localized versions of the scaling chirp functions. Each chirplet, with its parameter set, represent a tile of the time-frequency plane. Therefore, these chirplet kemels are also useful for time-frequency analysis applications. The functions considered in this paper are neither time nor bandlimited, and therefore, mathematical properties are significantly different. The intended applications are also different than the time-frequency analysis, as explained above.
It is shown with proofs, in this paper, that the diffraction and holography can be put into a scaling kemel framework. After a carefully developed mathematical structure, one-to-one To have a better visualization, the dc part of the scaling chirp transform is eliminated, and then, its intensity is taken. The three bright dots show the .r-coordinates and the depths of the three original objects, correspondences between the mathematical results and various practical diffraction and holography related phenomena are pointed out. Possible further uses of these results are discussed in the last section of the paper. We would like to comment also on the terminology. In the literature, the scale and shift based kernels are almost always associated with the wavelets in a time-frequency, or multiresolution, context. So, it looks like the term "wavelets" is used whenever the shift and scale of a mother kernel is the primary feature, but the other restrictions due to timefrequency nature are also either explicitly stated or implied. Recently, we preferred to use the term "wavelets" also for our case where the shift and scale features are the same as the conventional wavelet approach [ 151. However, in our case, we do not meet the other conventional constraints, because the time-frequency (or multiresolution) analysis is not the issue. The discriminating features of scaling functions and wavelet functions are clear in a multiresolution framework [5] . However, once the multiresolution analysis (or any tiling of the time-frequency space) is left out, as in our case, the terminology also becomes obscure. As a consequence, we decided to refer the kernels as scaling chirp functions instead of wavelets, in this paper. We believe that the terminology will also become clarified as applications using shifted and scaled kernels in a context other than time-frequency or multiresolution analysis emerge.
THE WAVELET CONCEPT AND DIFFRACTION
The principles of diffraction can be found in classical references like Born and Wolf [6] . In 3-D space, the field at a distance z from a planar distribution +(z, y) is given by the Huygens-Fresnel approximation as [8] where With these observations, it is easy to see that the convolution kernels of (2) and (6) It is easy to see from (1) and (4) that the diffraction kernel is indeed used by shifting and scaling it, as in the wavelet analysis-When the chirp fundon where A is the wavelength. Here, the phase of the wave is assumed to be increasing as we go away from the source. The constant D may be chosen arbitrarily with the implication of a corresponding reference amplitude and phase. From now on, the constant D will be absorbed into the function $(z, y), so h ( s ) = exp(jx2) (11) it will not appear in the equations. This relationship may be represented as a linear shift-invariant system with an impulse response [9] is taken as the mother wavelet, all other daughter functions of the family can be obtained as 
As a consequence of this definition of the amplitude modifier, in (7) and (12). This is not a difficulty, though. The amplitude scaling as given by (7) is the result of having the total energy 1cIz(x) = -exp ( j -z ) J;$(E)eXP(j;(x -E)')@. of the daughter functions the same as the energy of the mother wavelet. Although this is a suitable choice for various applications, this requirement is definitely not strict, and can be violated. However, depending on this amplitude scale, the integrability condition must be derived again. For an amplitude m A similar representation may also be given for waves propagating in 2-D space. For this case, the 1-D field distribution given as at a distance from a (line) Source distribution is the amplitude scaling due to the
Again, using the linear system notation, we get
scaling by la/-' instead of lnl-'/2, the integrability condition is already derived in [IO] . Any other scaling can be treated in a similar way. A rather severe problem appears to arise due to the fact that the chirp function exp (jx2) is neither absolutely nor square integrable. However, this problem can be avoided, too, as shown in the next section: the inverse trunsform can still be found. Similarly, the family for 2-D function spaces (3-D diffraction) can be given by shifting and scaling the chirp function as Here, (L = is given by b = < and c = 71, and the amplitude modifier Again, the amplitude scaling and the integrability conditions are not like the conditions given by (7) and (8). The corresponding conditions are derived in the next section.
FAMILY OF SCALING CHIRP FUNCTIONS
AND SCALING CHIRP TRANSFORM Here in this section we will formally define the family of scaling chirp functions which are related to diffraction as mentioned in Section 11. We will show, with formal proofs, that the associated scaling chirp transform is invertible.
If p and q are two measurable complex-valued functions defined on R, such that q E L1(R) and p E L"(R), then pq E L1(R), and we define
where d:r denotes the Lebesgue measure on R (see for example, [ 171, Chapter 3). Since both integrals are absolutely convergent, the definitions make sense and the convolution is commutative.
Let h(.c) = cxp(jx*) and h;: (0, +w) + C be a measurable function. Although it is not necessary, for simplicity, for We will call h(">b)(.c) scaling chirp functions. h ( z ) is the mother chirp. For f E L1(R) n L2(R), we define the scaling (see Appendix A for proof)
For each fixed n E R*, we obtain the inversion formula in the weak sense. However, it is also possible to have (22) pointwise at points of continuity of f in some cases. More precisely, if f is bounded and is such that Fa E L1(R) then at a point :I: at which f is continuous we have For example, if f is a rapidly decreasing function on R (see
, then it has the above properties.
To have an inversion formula for fixed O. is not common in wavelet structures; however, this is possible for the scaling chirp transform as shown above, as a consequence of the fact that the set { / L ( " '~) } for constant a. but variable b, is a complete orthogonal set. Therefore, the scaling chirp transform is highly redundant. This is expected, and the details are discussed, together with associated physical phenomena, in the next section.
Since f can be recovered from its scaling chirp transform coefficients corresponding to a single a, it can also be recovered from coefficients corresponding to a range of a's, and we get inversion formulas whose structures are similar in form to inversion formulas for wavelets. Starting from and integrating both sides, we get PA used, but in that case the usage of the conjugate family will be explicitly stated.
Similarly, the scaling chirp family for the 2-D case can be described by the mother chirp 
(27)
Along the same lines as in the proof given in Appendix A,
Then, we integrate with respect to z to get
This leads to the inversion formula We assume that K, ( 2 1~2 2 ) is bounded for any finite limits 2 1 and 2 2 . Assuming that l~(v(z))I = IK(V(-Z))~, we can deal only with the positive 2's. This assumption is only for the sake of simplicity in writing the equations and can be easily removed if desired. If 2 2 tends to infinity, as long as K,(Z1, m) < oc, there will be no problem with the inversion relations. Furthermore, even if K, (21 , m) = cc, the inversion still holds as Note that, similar reconstruction formulas can be found also for the conjugate family of scaling chirps. We define is replaced by its conjugate h1_""'").
Various inversion relations obtained in this section will be used in the next section with physical interpretations.
Iv. SCALING CHIRP TRANSFORM AND DIFFRACTION
As shown in Section 11, the diffraction can be written as a convolution of a function with a kemel, as given by (1) and (4), for 1-D and 2-D fields, respectively. This form is a scaling chirp transform with the conjugate chirp functions. The basic definitions and properties of the scaling chirp transform are given in Section 111. More specifically, using the notation adopted in Section 111, we can write the diffraction as ?, !1=(6, e ) = (h"(")'h''), y")
The relation between the true depth parameter z and the related scale index is a = u ( z ) = e. h (",b,' ) is defined by (33), and h-= h* as before. Therefore, the 3-D diffraction pattern obtained from a 2-D diffracting grid is the scaling chirp transform of the grid: the kernels are the conjugate kernels.
Reconstruction from fixed n case is possible as a consequence of (26), where h, is replaced now by h-, and, [ . 
(42)
These are the well-known reconstruction formulas to get the diffracting pattem from a planar diffracted field at a fixed distance z (fixed a). One may start from a field distribution y':(x> y) and get the diffracted field over a plane at a distance z using (1). If desired, the original distribution can be obtained from the diffracted field using back-propagation as indicated by the above formula. It is known that h,,, ( x . y) * hfZ, ( x , y) = h,tl+i2(:~!y) [9] . Note that since liZ(x,y) * *hT(z,y) = h(x, y): q $ ( .~, y) * *hZ(:1;. y) * * h z ( :~, g) = (6(x3 9). Therefore, ti: = / L -~ as expected: One of them represents the propagation of the wave in the positive direction while the other one in the negative direction. Propagation by a distance z followed by a propagation by a distance -z cancels each other. One final note is that the inversion relation can be easily reached also starting from the last line of (42) and writing the diffraction and the consequent reconstruction as multiplications of the Fourier transforms of the convolved functions. In that case, the Fourier transform of the diffraction would be, Q z ( u , 11) = Q ( u : v ) H , ( u , 71) , and the Fourier transform of the reconstruction would be Q, (u, 
(43)
This expression is the inverse scaling chirp transform (conjugate kernel) as given by (40) of Section 111. Therefore, this reconstruction process, i.e., finding the 2-D diffracting object from a 3-D diffracted field, corresponds to the inverse scaling chirp transform. It is definitely redundant to use a volume pattern for reconstruction because, as indicated by (42), it is possible to do so using only one plane. However, this redundancy may be used for purposes like noise reduction or for distributed processing with robust optical elements. For example, instead of implementing an optical process by multiplying the incident field by a single possibly complex valued analog mask at a single plane, the same process may be accomplished by a number of masks distributed over a depth where each mask is simpler than before; it may be possible to go all the way to binary masks.
v. SCALING CHIRP TRANSFORM AND IN-LINE HOLOGRAPHY
In this section, we will first construct the mathematical basis to make a connection between the scaling chirp functions and in-line holography. Then, we will make connections between various physical in-line holography related phenomena and the obtained mathematical results. The discussion is centered around the reconstruction of functions from real parts of their scaling chirp transforms. This is equivalent to the physical goal of regenerating a complex valued wavefront from an intensity recording. Holography deals with recording and reconstruction of complex wavefronts.
We start with the definitions
whereas before, h ( r . y ) = exp(j(r' + y')).
We consider the space S2 of rapidly decreasing functions f : R2 -+ C (see [ll] ). These are those f E C"(R2) for which P n ( f ) = sup S'lP (1 + I.I.I")"I(~nf)(~)I < E , 
)). (46)
Our purpose is to find an inversion which would yield f from J . If we attempt an inversion as in the diffraction case, we get distribution s(x,y) such that the object plane transmittance function is 1 -s(z,y) 181, [9] . Therefore, in order to find the emerging wave from the object plane, the incident plane wave is multiplied by 1 -s(z, y). It is required that IJsll << 1. (52) where g,(z,y) = y h , ( z , y ) e x p ( -j ? z ) = & e x p ( e ( x 2 + y2)). The additive constant is not important for the rest of the discussion; therefore, it is dropped. Therefore, using the inner product notation, we can write the approximate hologram as 12, = -(9 21 1 s ) -( S ! G ) .
(53)
A significant difference of the holography reveals itself at this Looking at (46) integral term in addition to the desired constant times f term.
J(+i), b, C ; s) = I,, (b, c).
Therefore, the left-hand side of (48) can be rewritten as
. (49) 4-03 r 2 J, " a41~(a>l2 da Thus, f can be found if J ( a , b, c; f ) is known for all a, b, and c, and if the condition (B.14) is satisfied. Starting from (B.13), and after a change of variables, a = v ( ( z ) , we can integrate both sides with respect to z first, and then follow the same steps as in Appendix B to get another reconstruction:
(50) After these mathematical results, let us turn to in-line holography. In-line holography is conceptually very similar to diffraction; the characterizing difference is the magnitude operation at the imaging plane. Therefore, the in-line hologram I z ( z , y) of a 2-D field pattern $(x, y) is modeled as (51) where z is the distance between the obstacle (object) and the imaging plane, and y is a real constant that represents the sensitivity of a linear photographic recording medium. In order to have the following arguments, which are necessary for the holography to work, the diffracting pattern should be mostly transparent so that most of the illumination passes through. Usually, this requirement is emphasized by defining an object
This is nothing but the diffraction (3), where the original field is a constant times Izl (2, y), and the result is the field at a distance -z from the original field location. (Here, the minus sign can also be interpreted as the illumination in the reverse direction.) Therefore, (48) of the scaling chirp analysis is equivalent to the optical hologram reconstruction process:
We take the hologram plate TI,, as the new diffraction grid, place it to its original location 21, and illuminate this hologram in the reverse direction. It is desired to have the original s(z, y) (maybe within a constant gain) back from this process. It is known that the original field is actually obtained (within a constant gain) at its original location as a consequence of this optical reconstruction process, but an artifact called the twinimage also shows up superposed to the desired reconstructed object 181, 191. The artifact and its nature is also apparent in the scaling chirp analysis: The right-hand side of (48), which corresponds to the optical reconstruction process as explained in this paragraph, has two terms. The first term is the desired replica (within a constant gain), and the second term is the twin image.
It may be instructive to include the conventional analysis of the optical reconstruction process. Starting from (52), the in-line hologram (with the omitted constant level shift) can be written as
In the Fourier domain, the same relationship is 1 1 2
+ -S*(-U-UU)GZ~(-U,-V) .
(57) Therefore, the result of optical reconstruction is
In the Fourier domain, we can write the same expression as
x HZ* (-71, -? I ) (59)
x [WZ, (-U, -743 exp -3-221 .
( ? )
The first term is the desired component, whereas the second term is the twin image. The corresponding czL is exactly the same as the scaling chirp transform result as shown by (48) under the conditions of (54).
As is well known in holography and as is evident from (47), single distance recordings suffer from the twin-image artifact when reconstructed using the hologram as a diffraction grid. It is also well known in holography that one way of eliminating the twin image is to use a volume hologram. In that case, the recording is not a thin emulsion but a thick volume medium. Therefore, the recording is done not at a single distance z1 but at a range of distances 2 1 < z < 22.
The presented scaling chirp transform based analysis and the resultant reconstruction (50) is a formal proof of the fact that a volume hologram with infinite thickness yields perfect reconstruction. This is true if the object function satisfy the properties of a quickly decaying function, and this is almost always satisfied in practical applications because the object usually occupies a finite cross-sectional area. Here it should also be noted that & ( a ) = satisfies the condition given by (B.14). It is known from practice that a reasonable thickness (a few millimeters, for example) is sufficient for very good results. The reason can be seen from (B.15). The second term of the right-hand side of (B.15) is the artifact, whereas the first term is the desired term. Assuming normalized original signal amplitude (i.e., assuming 1 (f, 9 ) I = l), the ratio of the amplitudes of the artifact and the desired signal is bounded by (see B.15 and B.17) which is evaluated easily for our case using & ( , I ) = s. C is the constant of (B.12). Therefore, the artifact decays quickly compared with the desired term as A increases for a fixed B.
The improvement is even faster for the 2-D case.
VI. CONCLUSION
A family of scaling chirp functions are investigated. These functions are obtained from a single prototype chirp by scaling its argument and shifting, as in wavelet families. Being unlimited both in time and frequency, these functions are not admissible within the classical wavelet context. However, if these functions are used as the analyzing function in a wavelet framework, it is &own that the inversion is still possible; explicit inversion formulas are presented by (26), (29), and (30). The associated linear transform is called the scaling chirp transform.
The scaling chirp transform is significant due to its relationship to optics. It is also shown in this paper that the diffraction and in-line holography can be described within such a framework. Putting these optical phenomena into a wavelet-like framework not only gives mathematically new descriptions to well-known old processes but also makes it possible to design new physical processes that use consequent mathematical results. The authors believe that the waveletbased diffraction formulation may lead to design procedures for volume optical elements where an optical wave is continuously conditioned as it propagates within a volume. The perfect reconstruction from the volume hologram, as proven here in this paper, may be mathematically extended to the case of discrete volume holography by eliminating the redundancy, and this may result in new holographic techniques.
Possible extensions of the results include propagation in different media. For example, propagation in a graded-index fiber optic media may be put into a similar wavelet-like structure [13] , [14] .
A new set of applications are also possible in signalhmage processing. The convenience of wavelet analysis is mainly due to basis functions which are obtained from a single prototype by shifting and scaling. However, main applications have been focused on time-frequency and/or multiscale analysis. The results obtained in this paper show that such scale-shift based family of functions are also useful in contexts other than conventional time-frequency/multiresolution framework. For example, new signal transform algorithms may be designed for various applications ranging from analysis to coding using the scaling chirp transform. One straightforward application is to perform automated space-depth analysis on diffraction or holographic recordings. Simulating diffraction or holography to convert 3-D surface data to a 2-D image recording may find use in 3-D imaging.
One final remark is that the admissibility condition given in [3] may be extended to cover those wavelets where the C, is infinite but the inversion is still finite. This is the case in the scaling chirp transform.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF EQUATIONS (22) AND (23)
where the last inner product is the usual L2 inner product.
Taking f = g, we see that for each fixed a # 0, we have a bounded linear operator
Since L1(R) n L2(R) is dense in L2(R), T has a norm preserving extension which we denote by the same symbol. From polarization identity, it follows that ( T f , T g ) = ~a 2 1~( a ) I 2 ( f , 9 L f , g E L2(R).
64.3)
Then, by (A. 1) together with the denseness of L1 (R) n L2( R) in L2(R), for each fixed a E R*, we obtain the inversion formula in the weak sense. That is, taking the inner product of both sides with any g E L'(R) n L2(R) and commuting the inner product with the integral over b leads to a true formula. However, it is also possible to have (A.4) pointwise at points of continuity of f in some cases. 
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